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l. INTRODUCTION

Throughout this paper, || • ||n and (•, •)„ denote the Euclidean norm and the inner
product in R", respectively (the subscript will be deleted if no confusion is possible).
By Q we always mean an open subset of R". The boundary of Q is denoted by dQ.

LipL(Q) will signify the set of all (globally) Lipschitz continuous junctions u : Q —>
R with the same Lipschitz constant L > 0 given before:

Mx)-u(y)\<L\\x-y\l (1.1)

Define Upfc^Q) to he the set of all u £ C(Q) such that, for anyx £ Q, u\u £ LipL(Ux)
•with some open neighbourhood Ux ofx. We set L\pf™{Q) := U L5pfcc(Q).

Our purpose is to find conditions posed on dQ so that all tlie functions in Lip"£.'(Q)
(tesp. LipJ'c(Q)) have their continuous or globally Lipschitz continuous (resp. continu-
ous or ecuiicoiit'iiuous) continuations on Q. The study of this problem suggests that we
should single out some new notions of smoothness, namely the admissibility, the strong
continuity and the strong equicontinuity, of geometrical boundaries.

It should bo noted that the class of Lipschitz continuous functions plays an impor-
tant role in the non-classical theory of nonlinear partial differential equations of first
order. As we know, in general, there is no hope to find a global classical (i.e., of class
C1) solution to the Dirichlet problem and the Cauchy problem for nonlinear Hamil-
ton -Jacobi equation. For this, one usually works with generalized solutions, that is,
solutions which are assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous. Then such a solution
is almost everywhere differentiable (by the well-known Rademacher theorem) and the
equation needs to be understood as to hold almost everywhere [1], [8] (also, see [16-17]).

It should also be noted that the problem of determining the smoothness of a given
function on an open set in R" is of basic importance in function theory and partial
differential equations (for this, see [6] and the references thereof).

Th« structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present some new notions of
smoothness of geometrical boundaries, and investigate the relations between them, and
the classical ones. Section 3 is devoted to the extension of locally Lipschitz continuous
functions in connection with the geometrical properties of their domains of definition.

2. SMOOTHNESS OF GEOMETRICAL BOUNDARIES

DEFINITION 2.1. An open set Q C R" is called a domain with admissible
boundary (an ABD for short) iff for every x e 8Q there exist a constant C = Cx and
a neighbourhood U =UX of x such that any two points y, z £ Q n U can be joined by a
rectifiablc curve, in Q with length at most C\\y — z\\.

For the notion of rectifiable curves and their lengths, we refer the reader to [5, pp.
365- 377]. According to S. M. Nikol'skii [13, p. 380], a bounded open subset Q of R"



is called a domain with Lipschitzian boundary (LBD) iff for any point x € DQ there
exist positive numbers M = Mx, m = 7lf,---,Vn = Vn an(* a rectangular system of
coordinates (an RCS for short) £ = £x = (£f,... ,£*) with origin at x, for which the box

excises from OQ a subset A n OQ described by the equation

& = ¥>(«'). £ ' :=(&.•••.?„-!) 6 A' ,

A' = A; := {|^| < 77̂  i = TTTT^T},

(2.1)

(2.2)

with some (j = j j r 6 LipA'(A').
An unbounded open subset Q of R" is called an LBD if there exist positive numbers

M, 7ji,..., 7j,,, not depending on x 6 dQ; and a finite set £ of RCSs, obtained by rotation
of the given RCS (xlt...,xn), such that there exists for any x 6 dQ an RCS £ = £x

with origin at x parallel to one of the systems of the set £, for which the cube (2.1)
excises from OQ a subset AnflQ described by Eq. (2.2) with some (p = <px e LipA'(A').

Remark 2.1. By a standard compactness argument, one can check that bounded
LBDs satisfy all conditions in the definition of LBDs for the case of unbounded open
sets.

For the purpose of this paper and motivated by the definition of Nikol'skii, we
introduce the following notions.

DEFINITION 2.2. In case n > 2, an open set Q C R" is called a domain
with, strongly continuous boundary (an SCBD for short) iff for every x 6 dQ there
exist positive numbers T/I = 7jf,...,vn = T;X an<L an RCS £ = £* ""*'' origin at x
such that the intersection A HdQ of dQ and the box (2.1) can be represented by (2.2)
with some ip = ipx 6 C(A'). If moreover each system £x is obtained by rotation and
translation of the same given RCS; the constants T/I, . . . , i]n are independent ofx e OQ;
and if the family {ViJieSQ IS equicontinuous, then we call Q a domain with stivngly
equicontinuous boundary (an SEBD for short).

In case n = \,Q is said to be an SCBD ifOQ is discrete. We call Q an SEBD, or
equivalently by definition, an LBD iff

6:=inf{||x-»/|| : x,y € dQ, x ± y] > 0. (2.3)

Remark 2.2. For LBDs in R1 (i.e., n = 1), Definition 2.2 makes more clear the one
of Nikol'skii that we reviewed before.

Following C. Kuratowskii [7] (also [4, p. 37]), we call Q C R" an open domain (OD)
if Q = intQ. Recall that Q has boundary of class Cfc, in symbols, OQ 6 C(fc) if OQ itself
is a Cfc-manifold of dimension (n — 1) (see [12, p. 52]). Then one gets the following
diagram, each arrow in which means "implication" under the condition (if necessary)
given beside it.

dQ € C">
Q is bounded

Q is an ABD

(6)T<3 b an OD

Q is an LBD > Q is an SEBD
(2)

dQ e C<°>
(5)

(3) ( - I )TQ is bounded

Q is an SCBD

Counter-examples to any arrows which are not compositions of the ones from (1) —
(0) could be constructed. The diagram is successively established in the remainder of
this section.

PROPOSITION 2.1. /I bounded open subset Q of R" is an SCBD if and only if it
is an SEBD.

Proof. It suffices to show that every bounded SCBD Q is also an SEBD. For
n = 1, i)Q is a discrote compact set and is therefore finite, which gives (2.3).

Wo now turn to the case n > 2. After a change of bases (and of calibration including)
and an adjustment of all 7jf,...,rjx, <px in Definition 2.2 if necessary, we may assume
that each system £x is obtained by rotation and translation of the same initial RCS
(xi,...,xn). Set then

and consider the open covering {AJ.}I SSQ of dQ. By the Borel-Heine-Lebesgue theo-
rem (see, for instance, [2, (3.16.6), (3.17.6), (3.20.17)]), one can extract a finite subcov-
erhi£, say {Aj,, , AJ-, }. Independently of a: 6 OQ, we choose

Ai := min_;)i / 2 , . . . , An := min nt*/2.
j=l,m j=l,m

For every x e OQ, there exists some j = j(x) 6 { l , . . . ,m} such that x € Aj , . Let
/ix bo the translation of £'J' by (x - yj), and V = Tx := {\fii\ < A,-, i = T7n}. Since
Tx C AyJ, Vx n OQ can be represented as

/in = ip(ii'), ft' := (m,... , ^ n - i ) e r ' ,

where i>< = t';x € is defined by

- # (*)•
(2-4)



Here ^ ( x ) = (§f(x) , . . . , $ {x)) signifies the coordinates of x with respect to the
RCS £V'\ {g>'{x))' := ( ^ ' ( i ) , . . . , ^ ( i ) ) . FVom one of Cantor's theorems (see [2,
(3.16.5)]) it follows that the finite family \ipyi,..., <pym } is uniformly equicontinuous. As
translations and rotations preserve length, (2.4) implies the equicontinuity of {i/>x}xsaQ •
Hence Q is an SEBD by Definition 2.2. This completes the proof. •

PROPOSITION 2.2. IfQ is an OD with Lipschitzian boundary, then it is also an
ABD.

Proof. For n = 1, by (2.3), the open domain Q must be of the form Q = U (a;, £>;)

where I C {1,2,...} and -co < a,- < bt < +oo with inf |aj - bj\ = S > 0. Thus, all

the conditions in Definition 2.1 are satisfied if we take Cx = 1, Ux := (x — S,x + 6) for
every x S dQ.

Now let n > 2. According to Remark 2.1 and Nikol'skii's Definition, one could
certainly find positive numbers M,'rii,..., rjn (not depending on x £ dQ) with the
property that corresponding to each x 6 dQ there exists an RCS £ = £x, which is
obtained by rotation and translation of the same given RCS, such that A n dQ can be

A'represented by (2.2) with some <p = <px 6 LipA'(A'), where A = A* :=
l ,n} . Choose

< //;, i =

On •= Vn/4; 6i := min{7?,/2, 0n/(l +M)y/n}, i = \,n - 1.

Since <p = <px 6 LipAf (A'), we have

(2.5)

whenever |£;| < fl,, i = l ,n — 1. Because 0n < 7/n, it is easily seen from (2.5) that the
sets Af defined (with respect to the RCS £x) by

are connected and disjoint from dQ. Therefore, by a geometrical property of connected
sets [2, (3.19.9)], we have either AJ C Q or A+ c (Q)c, where the superscript c indicates
the complement (to the sets in Rn). Analogously, either A~ c Q or A~ C (Q)c must
hold. _ _

As Q = intQ, for definiteness, let us assume that A~ C Q and A+ C (Q)c.

We have only to show that all the conditions in Definition 2.1 are satisfied with
C := 2\/l + M2, Ux := {|&| < 0it i = T7n}. To this end, fix y,z 6 Q n Ux, and let
'€ = ('Ci.---. 'Cn) = ('?'. J?n) and *£ = ( ^ %,) = (*£', %,) be the coordinates
with respect to the RCS 41 of y and z, respectively. According to our assumption,

The function / : [0,1] -* Rn, given by

f(t) := ( V + t( ? - JO, (2.7)

parametrizes a curve C joining y to the point z~ whose coordinates are (\',<p{%') —
V>( '•?') + ''fn) with respect to the RCS fx. Obviously, C is rectifiable and its length can
be estimated by

(2.8)

? n | (2.9)

because of the Schwartz - Bunjakovskil inequality. On the other hand,

) ¥ ( ¥ ) + f o ^ n l | V ( ¥ ) V (
- 'e'lln-l + I '?n - %B| < C\\ % - '4||n

Thus, any two points y, z e Q<MAX can be joined by a rectifiable curve C U [z , z] C
A" C Q (by (2.5)-(2.7)) with length (by (2.8)-(2.9)) at most C\\% - ^| | = C||T/ - z||.
The proof is complete. •

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let

/(*)
r 0 if t = 0,

I t s in - if t =̂  0.

Then Qi := {(xi,x2) 6 R2 : /(xi) < x2 < 1, - 1 < xj < 1} is a bounded and
connected OD (in R2) with strongly equicontinuous boundary. But it is neither an
LBD nor an ABD.

In fact, for every k = 0,1,2,. . . , consider the points

xk = (l/(2fc7T+ y ) , 0 ) £ Qu yk = (l/(2tor + | ) , l/(2fcr + | ) ) S Q7-

Then the length of any curve in Q\, which joins xfc to x*~l, must be greater than
" '• ' " ' • - - 2 •>(2fc--) | |x f c-xf c-1 | | . Hence, the conditions

in Definition 2.1 could not be satisfied at x = (0,0) € 8Q\.

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Q2 be the set of all (x^a^) € R2 of the form

=rcos-

X2 = r s i n —
" t

with
nt + l

<r <t,t£(t), 1).



Then Q2 is a bounded and connected OD, dQ2 € C(o). But it is neither an SCBD nor
an ABD. The conditions in any of Definitions 2.1, 2.2 could not be satisfied also at
x = (0,0)e3Q2.

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let J C [0,1] be the triadic Cantor set, i.e., the set of all numbers
of the form

. -£§•
where e,- is either 0 or 2. Then J is complete, nowhere dense, and of Lebesgue measure
0 on R. We define the Cantor ladder u(-) in the following way (see [2, pp. 83-84]). For
t £ J given by (C), let us put

+OO ,
/ * 2* ' 2

If (ti,t2) is an open maximum interval in (0, l)\J, then ti,t2 6 J andv(ti) = v(t2). We
set, for t 6 (ti, t2), v[t) := v(t\) = ^('2)- It follows that v(-) is continuous and increasing
on [0,11. One can also check that v(-) g Lip(0,1) := (J LipL(0,1).

L>0
Let now v(t) := 0 if t < 0, and v(t) := 1 if t > 1. Then Q3 := {(xux2) e R2 :

—1 < 12 < v(xi), —1 < i i < 2} is an ABD with strongly equicontinuous boundary but
it is not an LBD.

Remark 2.3. One says (see for instance [15]) that Q satisfies the segment property
if there exist a locally finite open covering {Uj}j of dQ and a corresponding sequence
{yj}j C Rn of nonzero vectors such that if x e QDW,-, then x + tj/j 6 fi for all t € (0,1).
Clearly, the OD Qj in Example 2.1 satisfies the segment property but it is not an ABD.
The following example gives us an ABD not satisfying the segment property.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Q4 C R3 := {(xi,x2,x3) : Xi,x2,x3 e R} be the round
sweep made by the rotations about the axis Ox3 := {(0,0,x3) : x3 e R} of the disk
{(xi, 0, x3) : (xi — I)2 +x3 < 1}. Of course, Q4 is a connected and bounded OD in R3.
Moreover, to any neighbourhood U of O(0,0,0) € dQn there corresponds no nonzero
vector y € R3 so that (Z&n U) + ty C Q4 for all t e (0,1). Thus, Q4 does not satisfy
the segment property. But we have:

LEMMA 2.1. Q4 is an ABD in R3.

LEMMA 2.2. Let I, A, B be arbitrary three points in a plane with IA < IB, arid
C be the intersection point of the segment IB and the circle (£) of radius IA with center

at I. Then AC + CB < ZAB, where AC is the smallest circular arc of (£) joining A to
C.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let la be the salient angle between IA andlB (0 < a < —).

It is easy to see that AC = 21A • a, AC = 21A • sin a, and therefore

< JA -7rsina + C~B

Lemma 2.2 is proved. B

Pivof of Lemma 2.1. Let Pi(x\,x2,x3) 6 Q4, i = 1,2. Without loss of generality
we may assume that (x})2 + (x2)

2 < (x2)2 + (i2.)2- The plane containing Pj and
perpendicular to Ox3 must contain P3(x1,x2, X3) and meet Ox3 at /(0.0, xj). Applying
Lemma 2.1 to / , A := Pi, B := P3 on this plane, we find a rectifiable curve in Q4 joining
P, to P;, with length < 3PiP3 < 3PiP2. Since P3P2 C Q4 and P3P2 < P1P2, the two
points Pi, P2 can therefore be joined by a rectifiable curve in Q4 with length at most
4Pj P2. This proves the lemma. •

3. EXTENSION OF LOCALLY LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

From now on, let
L n LiPfoc(Q). (3-1)

The following gives a simple sufficient condition posed on Q so that all the functions in
Lip'o,-(Q) have their continuous continuations on Q (in this case, the continuations are,
in fact, globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant L).

PROPOSITION 3.1. For any open set Q c R " u e have

UpL(Q) C Lipfoc(Q) C Lipfoc(Q).

/ / moreover Q is convex, then

(3.2)

Proof. The second inclusion of (3.2) is clear by (3.1). The first follows from the
density of Q in Q and from the Cauchy convergence criterion on R. In case Q is convex,
to establish (3.3), let us prove (1.1) for all u 6 Lip£c(<2).

For such n e Lipfc,c(Q) and x, y € Q, we set

G:={z€{x,y] : |u(x) - u(zl)\ < L\\x - z% Vz1 6 [x,z]} =£ 0,

and have only to show that G = [x, y] := {x+t{y-x) : 0 < t < 1} c Q- Since u 6 C(Q),
G is closed. On the other hand, one always has ||x — z1\\ + ||z] - z2|j = ||x — z2|| where
z1 := x + ti(y - x), z2 := x + t2(y - x) with 0 < h < t2 < 1. From this, it follows that
G is also (relatively) open in [x,j/], and therefore G = [x,y]. •



THEOREM 3.1. If Q is an ABD, then

LiP&c(Q) = L

If moreover Q is bounded, then

LipA'(Q).

(3.4)

(3.5)
M>0

Proof. By (3.1) and [2, (3.15.5)], to prove (3.4), it suffices to show that there exists
the (finite) limit lim u(y) for arbitrary u 6 Lip£c(Q), x 6 dQ. In virtue of Definition

2.1 and of the compactness of curves, one finds an open set U = Ux B x and a constant
C — Cx > 0 so that for any y, z S Q(MA there is a finite sequence y =: x°,xl,...,xk := z
in R" with

(j [x>, xi~l\ C Q, £ Us* - xf-'H < C\\y - z\\.

The method in the proof of Proposition 3.1 shows that

and consequently,

(3.6)

for all y, z € Q D f/. Again by the Cauchy convergence criterion on R, the inequality
(3.6) implies the existence of lim u(y). This proves (3.4).

Q3V—X

Assume, moreover, that Q is now bounded. It follows "from Definition 2.1 that, for
every x € Q, there exist an open neighbourhood U = Ux of x and a constant C = Cx > 0
such that any two points y,z € Q C\U can be joined by a rectifiable curve in Q with
length at most C\\y — z\\ (if i 6 Q, we can take Ux C Q to be a ball with centre at x
and take Cx := 1). Of course, each Qt~lUx is then in a component of Q.

Let us prove first that Q_possesses only a finite number, say m, of components
Qu • • •, Qm\ and second that Qj D Qj, = 0 when j ' ̂  j . In fact, if one of these two
assertions is false, then by the compactness of Q there must be sequences {7/<p) : p =
1,2,.. .}, {z'1*' : q = 1,2,...} in Q convergent to one and the same point i S Q such
that no y(p', z(<7> can be in a common component of Q. On the other hand, for p, q large
enough, j / ( p ) , z(<l) belong to QV\UX and are therefore in the same component of Q, a
contradiction. This shows that the two assertions mentioned above must be true.

Now, given any j = I , . . . , m, by the Borei- Heine- Lebesgue theorem we can extract
a finite subcovering, say {Ux\,..., Uxr}, from the open covering {UX}X£Q of the compact
set Q} and find an e > 0 sudi that any two points of Qj with distance at most e must
be in a certain common Uxi, V < ' < r. Let fi(Qj) signify the diameter of Qj and

(3.7)
7=T7

We shall prove that u|Q 6 LipA'j(QJ) for all u s Lip/j,n(Q). To this end, fix any
y, z 6 Qj and show that

Hy)-u{z)\<Mj\\y-z\\. (3.8)

We need only consider the following two cases:

• ir \\y - z\\ < s, then there exists / € {1 , . . . , r} such that y, z 6 Uxi. By (3.6),

\u(y) - u(z)\ < LCx,\\y~ z\\ < Mj\\y - z||,

i.e., (3.8) holds.

- If ||;y - z|| > e, we take any continuous function / : [0,1] -» Qj with /(0) -.=
y, / ( I) := z (such a function exists by the openness and the connectivity of Qj). With-
out loss of generality we may assume that y = /(0) e Ux\ and then set

tx := sup{£ : 0 < t < 1, /( t) eUxx] > 0.

Of course, / ( t , ) e Wx> \MX. and, by (3.6), |u(/(t)) - K ( / ( 0 ) ) | < LCxx\\f(t) - /(0)||
whenever f{t) 6 Wri. Therefore, |«(/( ' i))-u(/(0)) | < LCxx | | / ( i i ) - / (0) | | by continuity.
If 11 < 1, we may assume again with no loss of generality that f{t\) 6 UX2 and then set

to := sup{t : 0<t<l, f(t) eU^}>h.

Also, f(t2) 6 U* \ Ux->, |u(/(fe)) - «i(/(ti))| < LCx4f(t2) - /(t ,) | | , and so on.
After at. most r times we reach to the point z, i.e., we may asstune at last that for
certain () =: /„ < ti < • • • < tp = 1, 1 < p < r,

< LCx4f(tq) -

Hence,

)
q=l,p

m-i)ll. 1 =

;=i»/w-j
<Mj\\y-z\\

q=l,p

Thus, (3.8) holds for all y,ze Qj, i.e., u\Q e Up*''(Qj).

10



Let now 7 := min_inf{||2/ — z\\ : y e Qj, z € Qj1}- Since Q is bounded and

Qj n Qy = 0 whenever j ^ f, it is clear that 7 > 0. Setting

M := max{27-l||u||c(g), max>/j} < +00,
j=l,m

we see that u S LipA'(Q). The inclusion (3.5), and hence, Theorem 3.1 are proved. B

Remark 3.1. If Q is a connected (i.e., m = 1) and bounded ABD, then by (3.7)-
(3.8), UpkJQ) C LipA'(Q) because M := L(l +£-1r5(Q))tnaxCI, depends only on Q

<j=l,r
and L, not on u 6 Lip£,c(<2).

Remark 3.2. The set Lip(Q) of all globally Lipschitz continuous functions on Q,
Lip(Q) := U LiPA'(Q)> is in C(Q) by (3.2). Also, of course, Lip(Q) C Lip^(Q).

A/>0

Theorem 3.1 shows that if Q is an ABD, then

Lip"o"'(Q) C C(Q); (3.4a)

and if moreover Q is bounded, then

LipJJ,"'(Q) = Lip(Q). (3.5a)

As a consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.1, we have:

COROLLARY 3.1. IfQ an OD with Lipschitzian boundary, then (3.4a) holds. If
moreover Q is bounded, then (3.5a) holds.

We are now able to formulate and prove an extension result of another type for
locally Lipschitz continuous functions.

THEOREM 3.2. / / Q C Rn is an OD with strongly continuous boundary, then
Lip"o"'(<2) C C(Q). If moreover Q is also^ an SEBD, then every family Upf'nc(JQ) =
Lip£,c(Q) is uniformly equicontinuous on Q.

Proof. In case n — 1, if Q C R is an OD with strongly continuous boundary, then
by Definition 2.2, for all x e dQ there exists 7 > 0 such that either (x — 7, x) C Q
and (x,x + 7) C Qc or (x — 7, x) C Qc and (x, x + 7) C Q. Therefore, Q is an ABD,
and hence, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Lip^(Q) c C(Q). If the OD Q C_R is
now also an SEBD, let us prove that Lip£,c(Q) is uniformly equicontinuous on Q (or,
equivalently, on Q). Given any £ > 0, we need to find a number 61 > 0 so that

Vt/,2 6 Q, \\y - z\\ < 6X => \u(y) - u(z)| < e, (3.9)

11

for all u 6 Lipfc (Q). As was shown in Proposition 2.2, Q = U (at,&,), where / C
ie/

{1,2,... } and -co < at < b{ < +00 with inf |<Zj — bj\ = S > 0. Let u e Lip£c(Q); y,z e

Q with \\y - z\\ < d)'i := min{<5, }. Then, \\y — z\\ < S, hence, y,z are in a certain

common inter\t»l (UJ,6J). Since (ai,6j) is convex, |U(J/)—U(Z)\ < L\\y—z\\ < Ls/(L+1) <
£ by Projiosition 3.1. The assertion (3.9) is proved.

We now turn to the case n > 2. First of all, we need to show that (3.4a) holds
if Q C R" is an OD with strongly continuous boundary. To this end, let us fix u €
L\pi;ir{Q), x 6 0Q and establish the existence (and finiteness) of lim u(y). As was

QSy—x
done in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we may assume that each system £x (Definition
2.2 of SCBDs) is obtained by rotation and translation (which preserve length) of the
same given initial RCS. Since the function ip = <px (in Definition 2.2) is continuous, for
any s > 0 there exists 0 < 5i < £1 := —77 r- such that

u (L+l )

\VAO\ < ^i whenever ||^'||n_j < 6^

We consider the neighbourhood

(3.10)

of a; in R" (with respect to the RCS £x). Doing as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, from
(3.10) we get

- either
U+ := Ux n {£, > & > ,p(O} C (Q)c and

U~ := Ux D {-e, < ?,, < <?(€')} C Q,

U$ C Q and U~ C (Q)c.
For deriniteness, assume the first case. For all y, z 6 Ux D Q = U~, we set 7 :=

min v( '€' +1( ̂ ' - '£')), where ^ = ('£', '?„) and ̂  = (^' , ^,,) signify the coordinates
with respect to the RCS £,* of y and z, respectively. Given any A 6 (-£1,7) C R, the
polygonal line joining the points y, y~( '£', A), z~(\', A), 2 (in such an order) will be in
U~ C Q. Hence,

\u(y) - u(z)\ < \u(y) - ti(

= L(| >{„ - A| + || ̂  - ^' | |n-i
< £.

(3-11)
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The limit lim u(y) therefore exists and is finite by the Cauchy convergence criterion.

The first assertion of Theorem 3.2 is proved.
Now, let Q be also an SEBD. Since the family {vijigac? is uniformly equicontinu-

ous, a number 6\ < £\ satisfying (3.10) can be chosen independently of x 6 dQ. Given
any u G Lip£,r(Q); y,z G Q with \\y — z|| < Si. If [y,z\ C Q, then by the method used
to prove (3.3) we see that

|u(y) - u(z)| < L\\y - z|| < L5X < Le1 < e.

If [y,z] <£ Q, then by the connectivity of [y,z\, tliere exists (see [2, (3.19.9)]) at least
one x G [y,z]r\0Q. Repeating the argument of deducing (3.11) from (3.10), we also see
that \u(y) - u(z)| < e.

The assertion (3.9) is thus true, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. H

Let us now present a partial converse of Theorem 3.1. First, note that Lip?j . =
£-LiP((oc) for all L > 0. Besides, we have the following.

THEOREM 3.3. Let Q C R" be an open set so that Lip,1oc(Q) C Lipc(Q). Then,
Q is an ABD. Moreover, for all C" > C, any two points y,z in one and the same
component of Q can 6e joined by a rectifiable curve in Q with length at most C ||j/ — z ||.

Proof. We prove the second assertion. For any fixed y 6 Q, if z € Q is not in the
component of Q containing y, set u(z) :— 0. If z and y are in the one and the same
component of Q, then there exists at least one polygonal line in Q joining y to z. Hence,
the magnitude

• u(z) := iuf{/ : / is the length of a rectifiable curve in Q joining y to z} (3.12)

is well defined and is finite. It easily follows that « e Lip,Ioc(Q) C Lipc'(Q)- Thus, for
all Q B z ji y, we have

u(z) = «(z) - u(y) < C\\y - z\\ < C'\\y - z\\.

This together with (3.12) imply the second assertion of the theorem.

To prove the first assertion, we have only to show that, for all i € 9Q, there exists
a neighbourhood Ux of x such that Ux n Q is in a certain component of Q. Since Q
possesses only an at most countable number of components, one can construct a function
v G C(Q), which is constant on each component of Q, such that

if y, z S Q are not in one and the same component, then \v{y) — u(z)| > 1.

Clearly, v e L i p ^ Q ) C Lip,l0C(Q) C Lipc(Q), and hence, v G C(Q) by (3.2). This
implies the existence and the finiteness of lim v(y), i.e., it implies the existence of the

Qsy—'x
neighbourhood Ux mentioned above. The proof is then complete. O
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COROLLARY 3.2. IfQ C R" is a connected and bounded ABD, then there exists
a constant C > 0 such that any two points y,z € Q can be joined by a rectifiable curve
in Q tuith length at most C\\y — z\\.

Proof. The proof is from Theorems 3.1, 3.3 and Remark 3.1. B

Remark 3.3. The well-known theorem of Kirszbraun asserts that a (globally)
Lipschitz (continuous) function from R" to itself, with domain a finite point-set, can
be extended to a larger domain including any arbitrarily chosen point. (The Euclidean
norm is essential; see Schonbeck [14].) An easy consequence of Kirszbraun's theorem is
that a Lipschitz function in Hilbert space with maximal domain is everywhere-defined
(see Minty [10]).

It was shown by S. Banach that a real-valued function u defined on a subset of a
metric space (M,8) and satisfying |u(i) — u(y)\ < 8(x,y) can be extended to the whole
metric space M so as to satisfy the same inequality. (This theorem is more probably
due to MacShane [9].)

In [11], Minty gives a unified method for proving all the above results, and also a
generalization of the Kirszbraun and Banach theorems to the case of Lipschitz-Holder
continuous functions with infinite-dimensional range.

These theorems play a great role in the founding of the theory of maximal monotone
operators by Minty [10]. They are also very useful in the calculus of variations (see [3]).
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